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Condensation in a Two-phase Pool

Abstract

We consider the case of vapor condensation in a liquid pool, when the heat transfer
is controlled by heat losses through the walls. The analysis is based on drift flux
theory for phase separation in the pool, and determines the two-phase mixture
height for the pool. To our knowledge this is the first analytical treatment of this
classic problem that gives an explicit result, previous work having established the
result for the evaporative case.

From conservation of mass and energy in a one-dimensional steady flow, together
with a void relation between the liquid and vapor fluxes, we determine the increase
in the mixture level from the base level of the pool, Z2, to be given to first order by

Z2=L
LJo-iJ

where L* is the length for complete condensation in the absence of void drift, and
JQ* the nondimensional ratio of the initial vapor flux to the drift flux velocity,
including void profile effects.

It can be seen that the thermal and hydrodynamic influences are separable. Thus,
the thermal influence of the wall heat transfer appears through its effect on the
condensing length L*, so that at high condensation rates the pool is all liquid, and at
low rates overflows (the level swell or foaming effect.) Similarly, the phase
separation effect hydrodynamically determines the height via the relative velocity
of the mixture to the entering flux.

We examine some practical applications of this result to level swell in condensing
flows, and also examine some limits in ideal cases.

Introduction

In our recent paper (Hughes and Duffey, 1991) we examined vapour condensation
in separated flows, applicable to films and stratified pools where the vapour
condenses at the interface. We now consider the case where the vapour is well-
mixed with the liquid and there is bulk condensation without a unique surface.

It is well known that when vapour is introduced into a pool of its liquid the level of
the pool rises. This is called level swell, and is due to the volume displacement and
the finite rate at which buoyancy separates the vapour from the pool. Boiling water
in a pan exhibits this effect clearly, and overflow can easily occur.



It can be shown that there is a unique relation between the average two-phase
mixture level, which is frothing and churning, and the flux of vapour and the
inventory of liquid in the pool ( Sun et al, 1981 ). As the walls of the pool are
heated, there is a direct coupling between the vapour production rate and the level
because of boiling on only the the immersed wall. The practical interest is in the
prediction of dryout location and wall overheating above the level in an
evaporator, or in predicting the level above a separator or sieve plate.

When the walls are cooled, then vapour condensation occurs as the vapour rises,
and the level position is similarly coupled to the condensation rate. This case has
not been analyzed before. The practical interest is in predicting the overflow limit in
a pool, or the extent of condensation in a condenser, for both design and safety
purposes. One example is the pressure transient due to boiling and condensation in
a closed system with vertical U-tube heat exchangers (Palmrose and Mandl, 1991)
which can only be accurately predicted if the level is known.

It is evident that the prediction of the behavior must include the physics of the
phase separation within the pool and the level swell. The flow is well mixed
hydrodynamically, so we use the drift flux theory (Zuber and Findlay, 1965; Zuber et
al., 1966) for mixtures to analyze the pool. By a series of readily accepted
approximations, we derive an explicit relation for the level position. The results are
applicable to condensation in both organic and non-organic liquids.

Theoretical model

Consider the situation sketched in Figure 1 which is an idealization of a turbulent
two-phase pool formed in a vertical vessel of area, A, with cooled walls of
perimeter, p. Vapour is injected uniformly at the base at a flux, j ^ . As the vapour

rises with relative velocity V •, condensation occurs at the cooled walls,with an
effective coefficient, h c , so the vapour flux reduces with the height, z.

We assume, consistent with our needs and the physical situation, that the flow is
steady and one-dimensional, with all state variables constant. From the energy
balance, the decrease in flux is given by:

phc ATS

(1)

The void fraction relationship is of standard form, i.e.



a = —iS
COJg + v g j (2)

where we have assumed the liquid flux to be negligible (Jl « k), which is
reasonable for a pool.

From equation (1), the variation of the flux with height is linear,

- j 4hcATs z

Now differentiating equation (2), we have,

d a -_ 4hcATsVgj

dz Depgh l g(Cojg + V ( )

which, after substitution from equation (3), may be integrated from the inlet to the
mixture level, Z2, to give an explicit relation for the level as,

PePghlgjgQ
7.2 =

si ; (5)

With some algebraic manipulation between equations (2) and (5), we may write
equation (5) as,

_ g g j g o (jo + l )

4hcAT8(jM)



il _coigo
where the non-dimensional flux ratio V9J is the measure of the inlet
flux to the phase separation velocity. Since the length for complete condensation
is simply

4hcATs (7)

then equation (6) can be written in the convenient form.

(8)

or in non-dimensional terms

(

This is our final and somewhat elegant result and it has some interesting properties
that we now discuss.

Limiting solutions

The variation of the level predicted by equations (8) or (9) can be seen to be some
fraction of the complete condensation length. The independent or controlled
variables are the inlet flux and the condensation coefficient. Thus, at high inlet

.* *
vapour fluxes, Jo » 1, and hence Z2 ""* 1, and is equal to the complete condensation
length. If the vessel is shorter than this length , there will be overflow. The exact
condensation length in practice, from equation (7), depends on the condensation
coefficient, and obviously low condensation rates lead to greater values.

. • , »

Now as 4*-* ' , equation (9) predicts that 32"*°°, and hence overflow is inevitable.
Physically, this case corresponds to the inlet flux being equal to the phase separation
velocity, and hence continued and inexorable swelling of the level occurs. In the
present analysis this is a lower limit on the flux.

In a heat exchanger, the condensation coefficient is often limited by conduction
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across the wall since this is much less than the vapour or interface values. In this
limit, hc ~ kw /5, and the temperature drop, AT, is given by the hot (condensing ) to
cold (sink ) side difference across the wall. Thus, equation (6) becomes,

_ Depghigjgod (jo + l )

4ATwkw(jo-l)

and the coupling to the wall properties and temperature drop is self-evident.
In the thick wall, low conductivity or temperature drop limits, it can be seen that
overflow is again possible.

Contrary to intuition, as the system pressure rises, the corresponding vapour
density increase causes an increase in the level for a given flux. Thus any pressure
transient is self limiting provided the condenser does not overflow.
Thus the pressure will rise until equilibrium when the condensation equals the
heat source, Q. In this case we have, Q = Apghj j ^ , , and equation (6) becomes,

DeQ(jo+l)
22 = / * \

4AhcATs(jo-l) (11)

The equilibrium pressure rise, APe, may be estimated from the vapour pressure law
for a saturated vapour (the Clausius-Clapeyron relation ), which we can linearize
for small perturbations for the purposes of illustration. Thus,

where G is the gas constant and we have assumed approximate perfect gas behavior.
Combining equations (11) and (12) the equilibrium pressure rise above the reference
pressure,P, is,



(hlgp|GDeQ)(jo+l)
Al e 7-; r—

4PAhcZ2(jo-l) (13)

This result shows clearly the importance of the level and the power. Examination of
the data presented by Palmrose and Mandl (1991) shows a change in equilibrium
pressure difference of some 0.8 bar (12psi) for a change in relative power level of
some 30%. Expressing the observed change in pressure as a fraction of the difference
from the reference sink pressure ( 2 bar (30psi)), we find the observed pressure
change to be some 20%, and that predicted from equation (13) to be 30%. This
agreement is quite reasonable given the approximations made.

Conclusions

The condensation of vapour in a pool is predicted to change the level by an amount
governed by the relative phase separation rate as well as by the condensation
coefficient. The analysis in this paper gives an explicit expression for the level .
Comparison of the trends predicted by this new result are in accord with the limited
available data . The importance of the level prediction for both overflow and
transient pressure changes in condensing systems is clearly shown.

Nomenclature

A = Cross-sectional area

D = Equivalent heated diameter

CQ = Distribution coefficient

h c = convective heat transfer coefficient

hi = Heat of evaporation

j = Vapor flux

jj = Liquid flux

p = Heated perimeter

P = Pressure

ATg = Temperature difference for condensation

Vff: = Vapor drift velocity

z 2 = Length of condensation section

a = Void fraction
p = Vapor density
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